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A MESSAGE FROM CHIEF WENDY JOCKO
June 12, 2020

STATE OF EMERGENCY WILL REMAIN IN
EFFECT UNTIL LIFTED BY ORDER OF
COUNCIL
COVID-19 - UPDATES: June 11th, 2020

Dear Members of Pikwakanagan First Nation,

By Brittany Martin, CHN/Pandemic Advisor
Renfrew County has:

It has been two weeks since the First Nation businesses opened
to the public in Phase One of our re-opening plan. Our entrance
checkpoints have been removed during the day and reinstated at
night and business hours remain restricted. While the first day
of opening was very busy, with a long line to enter the
community at the bridge, things have calmed down to a more
manageable, yet constant stream of traffic. We owe gratitude to
the business owners, their staff, our First Nation administrative
staff, and the OPP for ensuring our opening day, and business
since then, has been conducted in the safest way possible.
Last week I wrote about the balance between need and greed;
the importance of respecting the abundance of Creation by
taking only what you need and being grateful for what you
have. As a continuation of that discussion, I chose to write
about gratitude, generosity and abundance a bit more this week.
At the beginning of COVID-19, there were fears that food and
other essential items (need) would become scarce and the issue
of hoarding (greed) had to be addressed. Thankfully, the supply
chain in most of Ontario was not interrupted and, while we may
have waited for deliveries for some items, the essentials for life
were never scarce for us here. In addition to material goods, we
have had an abundance of generosity and good will during this
time. I personally find time every day to recognize and express
my gratitude for this abundance. I intend to continue to focus on
this after the threat of COVID19 is no more.
I was recently sent a chapter from a book I have now placed on
my reading list, “Braiding Sweetgrass” by Robin Wall
Kimmerer, who is from the Potawatomi Nation. The title of the
chapter is “Allegiance to Gratitude” and, while the chapter is
rich in insight into culture and traditions of gratitude, I thought
that her reflections on how gratitude creates abundance and how
responsibilities and gifts are “two sides of the same coin” are
particularly important. When you are grateful for your gifts,
honor your responsibilities, and are generous with the
abundance that is created as a result, the days are much more
pleasant and balanced. Recognizing and expressing gratitude for
the gifts of others is also key to this formula for abundance.
To put this reflection into practice, I am exploring ways we can
increase our gratitude for each other and combat lateral
violence. Sometimes it is as simple as saying “thank you” and
sometimes it is a grander gesture. Either way, expressions of
gratitude both large and small have a significant positive impact
on our lives and economies.
I ask that you join me in this effort to express gratitude and
practice generosity in Pikwakanagan.

· 24 Confirmed Cases · 1 Death · 6313 Total Tests
Pikwakanagan has no confirmed cases at this time.
If Pikwakanagan has outbreak in the future:
• Businesses may be closed until it is under control
• Increased security may be implemented
• Increased Testing will be available
• Services may be reduced once again

Please continue to physically distance so we can keep the
community safe!

DRIVE-THRU COVID-19 TESTING CLINICS
IN PIKWAKANAGAN
YOU MUST PRE-REGISTER BY CALLING
613-602-7577
BEFORE TUESDAY JUNE 16TH at 4:30pm
LOCATION: Makwa Center parking lot
FOR MEMBERS AND RESIDENTS ONLY.
Wednesday June 17th from 9am until Noon
Thursday June 18th from 1pm-3pm
Please have your name, number, address, DOB, and
healthcard number ready when you call.
Please wear a cloth mask and remain inside your vehicle.
The Emergency Response Control Group (ERCG):
makes recommendations to Council.
The ERCG
monitors and takes into consideration virus trends,
knowledge that people without symptoms can spread the
virus, that Pikwakanagan is a small geographic area with
a large number of vulnerable individuals and
provincial government
recommendations and
plans. The Health and Safety of the community will
remain our top priority. We do not want the virus
getting into the community.
Pikwakanagan Control Centre: 613-625-2800 ext. 230
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Cash Reward Program
Crime Stoppers is a partnership of the public, the police, and the
media, which provides the community with a proactive
program for people to assist the police in solving crime, earn a
cash reward for information & remain forever anonymous.
How To Take Action
A simple phone call…When a “Tipster” calls either the
24-hour toll-free 1-800-222-TIPS (8477) or local telephone
number, an operator will collect as much information as
possible about the crime being reported. Most times, this is the
one & only chance to get as much information as possible and
the operator is trained to assist, while gathering important
details. Each caller is treated with respect and assured total
anonymity. The operator will never ask for the caller’s name or
any identity information.
Crime Stoppers does not have Caller ID.
At the end of the call, the tipster is given a secret code
number and asked to call back in a few weeks. This allows time
for the police investigators to do their job. Later, when the
caller repeats the secret code number the operator will tell the
amount of the cash reward and how to get the cash reward from
one of the secret locations conveniently scattered throughout the
Ottawa Valley.
Online submissions are easy too
When the tipster has completed the Crime Stoppers online form
and presses SUBMIT, he or she will be able to see a secret code
number that must be used for future inquiries about the cash
reward. The form is actually submitted directly to an
independent third-party, not to any police or Crime Stoppers
organization. Crime Stoppers is sent the tip only after the secure
servers have automatically stripped (removed) all Internet ISP
and traceable pathway data.
Claim your cash reward
After an arrest and/or charges, the tipster is eligible for a cash
reward of up to $2000.00. Crime Stoppers is the only
organization that quickly pays a cash reward when charges are
laid and does not base cash rewards upon convictions. Each
month the local Board of Directors of Crime Stoppers meets to
discuss the current tips and charges. Each tip is fully reviewed
and the amount of the cash reward is determined based upon the
seriousness of the crime and the value of the tip. While there are
cash reward guidelines, the Board of Directors may award larger
cash rewards based upon the tip’s accuracy, severity of the
crime, the number of charges laid or persons arrested and
importantly, fairness to the tipster.
Follow Up!
As stated, it is the caller’s responsibility to contact Crime
Stoppers after the monthly meeting of the Board of
Directors to find out how much the cash reward is and how to
get it, secretly and anonymously. We have absolutely no way to
contact the tipster. Crime Stoppers are interested in all
serious crimes, including assault, battery, homicides, missing
persons, robbery, burglary, break and enter, arson, theft,
damage to property, wildlife poaching, illegal hunting, cruelty to
animals, illegal drugs, drug trafficking and crimes against
children; internet, luring and pornography.
TIPSTERS ARE NEVER REQUIRED TO ATTEND
COURT AS A WITNESS

CONGRATULATIONS
Algonquins of Pikwakanagan First Nation are pleased to
welcome Jordan Dick in the position of Home
Maintenance Worker

“Pride Feathers” by Patrick Hunter

PIKWAKANAGAN PRIDE 2020
The Council of the Algonquins of Pikwakanagan First
Nation acknowledges the month of June as Pride Month in
Pikwakanagan. Acknowledging and participating in Pride
underscores and affirms our respect for the dignity,
equality, and visibility of LGBTQ2 people and families. The
diversity of sexual orientation, gender identity, and gender expression represents an important contribution to culture and
society and is a matter of our community to take pride, show its
support, and celebrate.
As we enter into Pride month, it’s crucial that the lives of
Two-Spirit People, both past and present, are recognized and
honored. By acknowledging not only their existence but the
centuries of resistance, we move closer to the
decolonization of Turtle Island and completion of the circle our
ancestors began for us.
For the month of June, the “Pride Feathers” image by
Patrick Hunter will be featured in the newsletter and
Facebook along with other posts for #PikwakanaganPride. The
electronic board will also display a Pride message.
Chief and Council

WHAT UNCONTROLLED DIABETES CAN DO TO
YOUR KIDNEYS…
Kidney disease is a serious complication of uncontrolled
diabetes therefore it is so important to maintain kidney health as
a diabetic.
What do the kidneys do?? The kidneys help the body get rid of
waste through urine; They help filter our blood before it goes
back to the heart; They help maintain the balance of important
minerals and electrolytes in our body like calcium, sodium and
potassium; They help in the production of red blood cells; They
help maintain the acid/base (pH) balance of our blood.
Any condition that causes damage to the parts of the
kidneys that act as filters (these are called the nephrons) can
cause kidney disease. The most common causes of kidney disease are: Diabetes; High blood pressure; Atherosclerosis (this is
a hardening of arterial walls)
Diabetes and kidney diseasePeople with diabetes who’s blood
sugars and blood pressure is consistently high will have a higher
risk of developing kidney disease. This is because the high
blood sugar and blood pressure levels can slowly
damage the important filtering nephrons of the kidneys. As
these nephrons get damaged, the other nephrons end up having
to work harder which can then lead to further
damage.
This damage will lead to protein being leaked into the urine (this
is called proteinuria). The flow through the kidneys will also
decrease
and
will
cause
a
waste
build-up in the blood. High blood sugar will also affect the
nerves that tell you your bladder is full.
The
pressure from a full bladder can lead to further damage to the
kidneys.
Testing your kidney functionA simple urine test can determine
early stages of kidney disease and the flow of blood through the
kidneys can be followed by a blood test. This can be done on a
yearly basis to see if there is progression of the
disease.
What can you do about it?Monitor your blood sugar levels
regularly and aim to maintain it at a good level; Monitor your
blood pressure levels and discuss with your Dr ways to maintain
it at a good level; Smoking and obesity are major risk factors as
well. Focus on maintaining a healthy lifestyle which includes
healthy weight loss and becoming a non-smoker.
Contact
the
diabetic
care
navigator
at
diabetic.navigator@pikwakanagan.ca
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FOOD BANK & SHOPPING SERVICES
613-639-1633
Monday to Friday 8:30am—4:30 pm
(closed holidays)

Must provide name, telephone #, number of people in
household, food requirements. Food shopping
services require the use of your funds.
HBHC VOUCHERS
chn@pikwakanagan.ca
Food/ Essentials Vouchers are available to support a
family with children ages 0-6 years or if you are pregnant.
Must provide: your our name, children’s name and age,
address and a contact number to the email above.

FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE
FOR OFF RESERVE MEMBERS
Emergency support is now available for members of the
Algonquins of Pikwakanagan First Nation who reside
off-reserve and meet the criteria. This only applies to
food, shelter assistance, and to assist with the health and
safety of a Algonquins of Pikwakanagan member
Off Reserve Members of the AOPFN, may apply monthly,
to see if they qualify for further support.
To determine eligibility, and begin application process,
please call:Karen Levesque at (613) 625-2800 ext. 241
Please leave a message with your name, telephone
number, and request. You will receive a response within
24-48 hours of your message from 8:30am to 4:30pm
(Monday to Friday).

FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE FOR
ON-FIRST NATION MEMBERS
Applications are being accepted for financial support for
members in need residing in the community of
Pikwakanagan during the COVID-19 Pandemic.
• Financial

•
•

•
•

•

•

support is available to low income
individuals and families (Old Age Security, Ontario
Works, ODSP, EI, CERB, Low Wage Earners).
Financial assistance can be provided for food, heat,
hydro, rent relief and for special needs (health related).
To apply for financial support, please contact:
613-639-1633 from 8:30AM-4:30PM except holidays.
Voicemails will not be accepted.
Individuals must call in themselves to apply for
assistance.
The intake worker will require the following initial
information – full name, main address, phone number,
status card number, source of income and number of
persons in household.
You will receive a follow up call to validate the
information. You will be required to provide your
banking information, as direct deposit is the preferred
form of payment.
Approvals of applications and issuing of financial
support will be completed within one week.

CANADA EMERGENCY STUDENT BENEFIT
NOW AVAILABLE ON LINE
https://www.canada.ca/en/revenue-agency/services/
benefits/emergency-student-benefit.html

EDUCATION SERVICES
Della Meness: 613-625-2800 # 239
HOW TO USE CHROME BOOKS FOR
STUDENTS/PARENTS
https://www.wevideo.com/view/1708312934

PUBLIC WORKS
Selena Roesler: 613-717-2770
WASTE DISPOSAL SITE
Open Wednesdays:12-6 pm & Sundays 9am-3:00
pm
CURBSIDE PICK-UP
Garbage: Wednesdays Cardboard: Thursdays
Containers: Fridays
LEVEL 1 FIRE BAN IN EFFECT
No open air burning
** Campfires permitted**
#pikfirerescue
REPORT AN INCIDENT
Emergencies: call 911
Report a less serious incident: 1-888 310-1122 or
opp.ca/reporting.
Report a non-essential business open:
1-888-310-1122 or Killaloe Detachment
(613) 757-2600
To report non-compliance under Quarantine Act:
www.canada.ca/en/public-health.htm.
COVID-19 related scams available at:
Canadian Anti-Fraud Centre or
https://antifraudcentre-centreantifraude.ca/featuresvedette/2020/covid-19-eng.htm;
1-888-495-8501 or (613) 757-2600
Detachment numbers and emails: www.opp.ca
opp.ca/detachments.
FINES
$ 750.00: Fail to comply with an order made
during a declared emergency
$1,000.00: Obstruct any person with an order made
during a declared emergency
$1,000.00: Obstruct any person performing duty in
accordance with an order made during an
emergency.

PIKWAKANGAN ANNUAL POW WOW HAS
BEEN CANCELLED
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NOTICE TO PATIENTS
MASKS REQUIRED FOR ALL VISITS TO HEALTH
SERVICES + PIKWAKANAGAN FAMILY HEALTH
TEAM:
If you are coming to Health Services and/or the Family
Health
Team
Clinic
for
an
in-person
appointment, you must wear your own mask.
Wearing a mask or other face covering plays an
important role in protecting others, like covering your
cough and maintaining social distancing.
Many individuals who come to Health Services are at a
higher risk of complications from COVID-19 so it’s
important to protect those who are vulnerable. It’s also
important
to
keep
our
healthcare
professionals and staff healthy so they can remain
available to provide care and services.
Due to the importance of preserving medical grade masks
for appropriate use by health professionals, we are unable
to provide medical grade masks to our patients upon
arrival.
We appreciate your understanding and cooperation with
this matter.

FAMILY VIOLENCE PREVENTION PLAN
COVID-19
AOPFN EMERGENCY RESPONSE
Plan Offers:
• Emergency
•
•
•
•
•
•

shelter for those fleeing domestic
violence
Provide physical and psychological safety for our
community members, women & children
Advocacy & support
Assistance with safety planning, health care, child
welfare, mental health & substance use disorders,
prevention, preparation & healing
Provide necessities (food, shelter and clothing)
We will help you formulate realistic plans and set
attainable goals
Transportation to your family, shelter or safe place is
available.

When the home isn’t safe...and you need a safe space.
• Call

the Family Violence Prevention Team
(613) 639-9189
• Culturally safe, professional & community oriented
AoPFN Service Providers

Meegwetch – Health Services/FHT

WEARING A MASK AND KEEPING A SAFE
DISTANCE

• Mental Health Counselling: Sandi Wright

613-639-9189

• Child Welfare/Counselling: Alexandra Bednash

613- 585-1275
If you can’t predict whether you can maintain a two-metre • NNADAP Addictions Worker: Matt Hutten
613-401-7348
distance from others, it’s recommended that you wear a
Therapy: Mike Richard 613-559-0415
non-medical mask or facial covering.” Recommended by •• Holistic
Prevention Worker: Angie Seguin 613-639-4188
Chief Public Health Officer Theresa Tam
Are you experiencing verbal, sexual, or physical abuse
CONWAY’S PHARMACY PIKWAKANAGAN, at home? Shelter Crisis Lines Available 24 hours a
day/7 day a week:
HEALTH CENTRE
• Women’s Sexual Assault Centre: 1 800-663-3060
613-625-9974
• Bernadette McCann House (women & children)
613- 732-3131
Services will remain OPEN and
• Victim Services of Renfrew County (Domestic
DELIVERIES AVAILABLE
Violence & Human Trafficking) 1 877-568-5730
• Kids Help Phone – 1 866-668-6868
Monday - Friday
Hours of Operation June 15 –June 19
Monday Tuesday, Thursday, Friday:
Honouring Our Families. Is someone harming the
9:00 am—4:00 pm closed 12:00-1:00
physical, spiritual, emotional and mental aspects of a
Wednesday 9:00 am—1:00 pm
child?
To report a child or youth in need of protection, please
If you have questions or concerns on how to pickup your
contact Family & Children Services of Renfrew County
prescriptions if the main door is locked, please call us prior (613) 735- 6866 or toll free 1-800-267-5878 24 hours a
day, 7 days a week or Email: inquiries@fcsrenfrew.on.ca
to your arrival. Messages will be checked multiple times
Killaloe OPP (613) 757-2600
throughout the day.
Do you need a safe place?
• Call the Family Violence Prevention Team
(613) 639 - 9189
Qualia Counselling Services: 1-855-785-2273, or text
• Our ‘Team’ will help assess, navigate & assist you and
226-792-8433 or www.qualiacounselling.com
your loved ones to safety!
*Must have a valid status card number
Overdose Prevention Line: 1-888-853-8542
Online AA Support: www.247aaonline.com.
LEGAL ADVICE
Safe Injection Kits: available at our Health Centre or
Renfrew County District Health Unit.
Criminal or Family Legal advice call:
Connex-Addiction Treatment Support: connexontario.ca or
Duty Counsel at 613-735-3400 and leave a
call 1-866-531-2600.
message.

MENTAL HEALTH/ADDICTIONS SERVICES
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WATER LENDING HUB/SPORTS &
RECREATION DEPARTMENT
If you would like to borrow a canoe, kayaks, stand-up paddle
boards, or youth golf clubs please call 613-625-2682 and
leave a message with information on which you would like to
borrow. You can also access our social media page on
Facebook (Pikwakanagan Sports & Recreation Dept).
•

Life Jackets are available along with paddles

•

We will not have individuals signing documents due to
Covid-19 and we ask everyone to respect the social
distancing
requirements of 2 metres during pick-up and drop-off.

•

We have a paper handout regarding liability and waiver
to ensure you understand your responsibilities while you
have the equipment in your possession.

BEAR SIGHTING IN COMMUNITY
A bear has been spotted in our Community.
Please be aware of your surroundings.
DO NOT APPROACH
Call the toll-free Bear Wise reporting line at 1-866-5142327 (TTY 705-945-7641 )

AOPFN EMPLOYMENT OPP0RTUNITY

PROCEDURES
APPLICATION PROCEDURE:

Interested persons must submit a resume and cover letter
demonstrating how the basic requirements are met and the
names and day contact telephone numbers of your three (3)
most recent direct supervisors.
If direct supervisor
references are not available, then references that know your
work may be accepted. Applications will be accepted in
person or through the mail ONLY in a sealed envelope
marked personal and confidential and addressed to the
attention of the contact person.
NO FAXED OR
ELECTRONIC APPLICATIONS WILL BE ACCEPTED.
AOPFN has the right to short list for interview/assessment
purposes to the five (5) most qualified persons. To obtain a
job description, please contact the name below.
SCREENING PROCEDURE:
The Board will screen all applications as presented.
Applicants will be screened on the following: 1.) Conflict of
Interest-the applicant must not be a member of the
Supervisor’s immediate family; 2) Resume-the Board will
review the contents of the applicant’s resume to ensure the
applicant meets the basic requirements as identified on this
poster.

RESIDENCY IN PIKWAKANAGAN
If you have someone residing with you that has not
applied for Residency, please have them complete an
Application to Reside immediately to ensure they would
have |access to their home, if Council determines there is a
need to further limit entrance to the community.
Applications can be picked up at the Administration Office
between the 2 doors on the bulletin board or by calling 613
-625-2800 x 222 and leaving a message. Applications for
CPIC reports for non-members are available on the OPP
web page. Proof that you applied for a CPIC will have to
be provided.

ANIMAL CONTROL
June Logan: 613-625-2545 or (613) 602-3626

ALGONQUINS OF PIKWAKANAGAN FIRST NATION
MEMBERSHIP ADDITIONS
Name
Filiatrault,
Marcus
McCutcheon,
Bertram
Pilatzkie, Carla
Turcott, Kaitlyn
Sovie, Daniel
Griff, Melissa
Sarazin,
Phoenix
Glassford, Mark

Family Line
Ignace

Date
Posted
16 Dec 19

Appeal Period
Ends
16 June 20

Jocko

16 Dec 19

16 June 20

Lavalley
Ignace
Ignace
Commandant
Sarazin

09 Jan 20
09 Jan 20
21 Feb 20
21 Feb 20
02 Mar 20

09 July 20
09 July 20
21 Aug 20
21 Aug 20
02 Sept 20

Meness

12 Mar 20

12 Sept 20

Chadwick,
Lamure/
12 Mar 20
12 Sept 20
Chantel
Commanda
Lepine, Pamela
Sharbot
12 Mar 20
12 Mar 20
Hatfield, Susan
Lavalley
12 Mar 20
12 Sept 20
Chadwick,
Lamure/
30 Mar 20
30 Sept 20
Benjamin
Commanda
Chadwick,
Lamure/
30 Mar 20
30 Sept 20
Jasmine
Commanda
O’Shea, Carly
Partridge
30 Mar 20
30 Sept 20
O’Shea, Tyler
Partridge
22 April 20
22 Oct 20
Sarrazin,
Pesindewate
20 May 20
20 Nov 20
Adolphe
If you wish to appeal the addition of one of the above persons
becoming a Member of the Algonquins of Pikwakanagan First
Nation, please refer to your Membership Code, available in the
Lands, Estates & Membership Department or email at
mgr.lem@pikwakanagan.ca

STATUS CARDS DURING COVID-19
In response to questions received from First Nations
members,
citizens,
and
stakeholders,
Indigenous
Services Canada is proactively sharing information to
ensure that registered persons with a status card can
access programs, services, rights and benefits during the COVID-19
Pandemic. All ISC offices for Indian Status and Secure Status card
applications are closed until further notice. Processing times,
including return of original documents, are delayed. In light of these
circumstances, ISC is recommending to services providers that they
should accept status cards or Temporary Confirmation of
Registration Documents past the renewal date with a second piece
of identification. ISC will be reaffirming to businesses and service
providers that Indian status does not expire, and that the registration
number provided on these documents remains the same and is what
is required to confirm eligibility for programs and services. It is
recommended to share this notice with your members, so that they
have a copy accessible to them to show services providers in the
event that are difficulties. For more information, please visit
Coronavirus (COVID-19) and Indigenous communities or email the
Public Enquiries Contact Centre.
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EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY
Position Title: Communications Officer
Salary Range: $48,795 to $52,547
Tenure: One year (with possibility of extension or permanency)
Department: Executive Director
Location: Administration Office
Closing Date: June 23, 2020 at 4:30pm
Summary
The Communications Officer is responsible for the
development, implementation and ongoing evaluation of an
effective communications strategy, designed to initiate and
maintain relationships with the
membership, media,
employees, First Nation organizations, the governments of Canada
and Ontario as well as the general public to provide information of
Algonquins of Pikwakanagan First Nation initiatives and policies.
Basic Requirements
• A
Degree
in
Public
Relations,
Journalism,
Communications, English or Business with 1 year
working experience in working in the public relations,
communications and/or media field; OR
• Post-Secondary School Diploma in Public Relations,
Journalism, Communications, English or Business with 3
years’ experience working in the public relations,
communications and/or media field; OR
• Secondary
School
Diploma
with
high
academic
achievement with 5-7 years’ experience working in the public
relations, communications and/or media field.
Conditions of Employment:
• Proof of degree, diploma, certificate qualification
• A minimum of a class “G” driver’s license and a driver’s
abstract.
• Provide a Criminal Records Check
Rated Requirements
Knowledge
Communications and Crisis Communication Strategies;
Algonquin History, Treaty Negotiations and Indigenous issues;
AoPFN initiatives and policies
Ability
Investigate, research and collect information; Analyze,
conceptualize and organize information; Be creative in the
articulation of information; both in oral and written form; Write
clearly, accurately and truthfully; Pay close attention to detail;
Time management and scheduling; Proficient in information
technology; Ability to operate electronic imaging equipment.
Personal Suitability
Possess
a
high level
of relationship
management
skills - able to build a rapport; leadership skills; Able to receive
criticism; Able to use tact, judgement and professionalism; Able to
work
a
flexible
schedule,
on
demand
and
be
reliable; Able to maintain a high level of confidentiality and
discretion; Possesses a high degree of initiative, self-motivation,
reliable and thorough; Sensitivity and responsiveness to the needs
of the Algonquin Community, culture and values.

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY
Administrative Assistant(s) – 2 Positions
Refer to competition number 2020-AOPFN-01
Internal/External
Algonquins of Pikwakanagan is the only federally registered
Algonquin community in Ontario. In Quebec, there are nine
Algonquin communities
Description: The Algonquins of Pikwakanagan First Nation
(AOPFN) is seeking two (2) Administrative Assistants who will
report to and take direction from the Sr. Administrator and provide
administrative support to the Self-Government Team, the Chief and
Council and the Executive Assistant. These flexible and adaptive
individuals will be responsible for a wide variety of administrative
support services to facilitate and contribute to the efficient daily
operations of the work being undertaken. Duties include a wide
variety of tasks such as clerical, accounts payables and receivables,
data entry, customer services, taking minutes, answering phones,
assisting with planning meetings, booking travel as required and
other office support functions.
Basic Requirement: Persons of First Nations decent will be given
preference (s. 16 (1) CHRA). Successful completion of secondary
school and certificate in administrative studies or equivalent
combination of education and 2+ years of relevant experience.
Advanced knowledge and skills performing more complex tasks.
Advanced interpersonal skills with demonstrated verbal and written
proficiency and able to initiate effective interaction and
collaboration at all levels and with a variety of individuals.
Abilities & Skills: Strong team player. Demonstrated
organizational and time management skills with the ability to multi
-task and set priorities. Attention to detail and demonstrated ability
to gather and collate large amounts of information. Adaptable and
flexible and customer/member service focused.
Proficient in English and FN language an asset.
Salary Range:

To be determined; Commensurate with
experience and competitive with industry
standards
Location
Pikwakanagan, Ontario
Duration:
Full-time positions, (multi-year funding has
been secured)
Closing Date:
June 25, 2020
Individuals who feel they are qualified are invited to submit a
covering letter along with a current resume electronically to:
AOPFN
1657A Mishomis Inamo, Pikwakanagan, ON K0J 1X0
Councillor.merv@pikwakanagan.ca
Direct inquiries - Merv Sarazin, Councillor – (613) 639-1522
Interviews will be held in via video.

ELIGIBILITY LIST WILL BE ESTABLISHED:
YES

Application & Screening Procedure: Please see Page 5 of
Newsletter
Contact Person: Christine Hutchinson, Employment Development Officer
(613) 625-2800 ext. 253
Algonquins of Pikwakanagan Administration Office, 1657A
Mishomis Inamo, Pikwakanagan, ON K0J 1X0
Electronic Applications can be sent to: employment.officer@pikwakanagan.ca

While we appreciate all applications, only those candidates
short-listed for an interview will be contacted. AOPFN welcomes
and encourages applications from people with disabilities.
Accommodations are available on request for candidates taking
part in all aspects of the selection process. Three references are
required.
AOPFN may cancel, postpone, or revise employment
opportunities at any time
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EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY

Sr. Administrator
Refer to competition number 2020-AOPFN-03
Internal/External
Algonquins of Pikwakanagan is the only federally registered
Algonquin community in Ontario. In Quebec, there are nine
Algonquin communities
Description: The Algonquins of Pikwakanagan First Nation
(AOPFN) is seeking an experienced Senior Administrator who will
be responsible for supervising and overseeing the planning, design,
production, promotion and overall coordination and administration
of the AOPFN self-government team office, activities and events
within the allocated budget. The Sr. Administrator will be required
to establish and monitor the operational and expenditures budget
within the established guidelines and travel directives as necessary.
Provides support to the AOPFN’s negotiation team on activities
with political priorities from the Chief’s Office and Council as
appropriate.
Basic Requirement: Persons of First Nations decent will be given
preference (s. 16(1) CHRA). Post Secondary School Diploma in
Business, Finance, Public Relations or related field. 3-5 years'
Office Manager, supervision and provision of support services.
Demonstrated Strong communication skills, both verbal and
written. Proven ability to manage budgets.
Abilities & Skills: Demonstrated time management skills with
high level of ability in organizing and planning work- flow. Able to
interact effectively at all levels and exercises tact and diplomacy.
Proven problem- solving skills and sound decision making and
judgement. Proven mathematical reasoning, is accountable and
dependable.
Proficient in English and FN language an asset
Salary Range:

To be determined; and commensurate with
competitive with industry standards
Location
Pikwakanagan, Ontario with some travel
required
Duration:
Full-time position (multi-year funding has
been secured
Closing Date:
June 25, 2020
Individuals who feel they are qualified are invited to submit a
covering letter along with a current resume electronically to:
AOPFN

1657A Mishomis Inamo, Pikwakanagan, ON K0J 1X0

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY

Sr. Policy & Research Analyst
AOPFN Self Government Negotiations
Refer to competition number 2020-AOPFN-02
Algonquins of Pikwakanagan is the only federally registered
Algonquin community in Ontario. In Quebec, there are nine
Algonquin communities
Description: The Algonquins of Pikwakanagan First Nation
(AOPFN) is seeking an experienced researcher and analyst who
will report to and take direction from the Chief Negotiator. The
incumbent gathers and researches broad scope and significantly
complex information and statistics related to First Nations
self-government issues. Reviews and analyzes the various AOPFN
self-government priorities as outlined in the mandate document/
report.
Provides recommendations on policy, research and
negotiation objectives and priorities. The position is responsible for
the achievement of defined work plans and objectives aimed at
supporting
and
contributing
to
advancing
AOPFN
Self-Government negotiations interests and strategies and
identifying any risks or impact that could affect AOPFN. The
Negotiation Team will begin with the priorities for the jurisdiction
of; a) financing the Pikwakanagan government; b) Algonquin
membership and citizenship and; c) natural resources use within
the traditional territory;
Basic Requirement: Persons of First Nations decent will be given
preference (s. 16 (1) CHRA). Academic/university degree in a
related field of study and 5 to 7 years of directly relevant
experience, or equivalent combination of education and experience.
A minimum of 5 years’ experience with First Nation politics and
policies especially as they relate to self-government, land claims,
inherent rights.
Abilities & Skills: Significant knowledge and understanding of
policy issues in First Nation communities. Demonstrated superior
verbal and writing communication skills. Demonstrated successful
experience working with federal, provincial, urban and/or
international governments and officials. Demonstrated superior
interpersonal & negotiation skills, management ability, leadership,
teamwork and judgement. Diplomacy, tact and decision making
ability. Planning & organization skills.
Proficient in English and FN language an asset.
Salary Range:

To be determined; and commensurate with
competitive with industry standards
Location
Pikwakanagan, Ontario with some travel
Duration:
Full-time position
Closing Date:
June 25, 2020
Individuals who feel they are qualified are invited to submit a
covering letter along with a current resume electronically to:

Interviews will be held in via video.

AOPFN
1657A Mishomis Inamo, Pikwakanagan, ON K0J 1X0
chiefcouncil@pikwakanagan.ca
Direct Inquiries – Dan Kohoko, Councillor – 613-633- 7635

While we appreciate all applications, only those candidates
short-listed for an interview will be contacted. AOPFN welcomes
and encourages applications from people with disabilities.
Accommodations are available on request for candidates taking
part in all aspects of the selection process. Three references will be
required.

While we appreciate all applications, only those candidates
short-listed for an interview will be contacted. AOPFN welcomes
and encourages applications from people with disabilities.
Accommodations are available on request for candidates taking
part in all aspects of the selection process. Three references are
required.

AOPFN may cancel, postpone, or revise employment opportunities
at any time

AOPFN may cancel, postpone, or revise employment opportunities
at any time

Councillor.merv@pikwakanagan.ca
Direct inquiries - Merv Sarazin, Councillor – (613) 639-1522
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Request for Proposals
LEGAL COUNSEL
Issued by: Algonquins of Pikwakanagan First Nations (AOPFN)
1657A Mishomis Inamo, Pikwakanagan , ON K0J 1X0
Issue date: June 8, 2020
Proposal Delivery Deadline Date: June 25, 2020 5:00pm EST

Proposal Delivery Location: Chiefcouncil@pikwakanagan.ca
Direct inquiries to: Dan Kohoko, Councillor, 613- 633 -7635 (verbal)
OVERVIEW
The Algonquins of Pikwakanagan First Nations (AOPFN) is seeking to hire a Legal Counsel responsible for providing legal advice
and support to all areas of the AOPFN Self-Government Negotiating Team. This will ensure that the activities are conducted in
accordance with the AOPFN Negotiation Terms of Reference, governing policies and relevant jurisprudence.
Negotiations will be for a comprehensive Self-Government agreement. Council determines the priority order of items provided
government negotiators are in agreement.
The AOPFN has secured funding for this multi-year project in line with similar industry and work at competitive rates.
OBJECTIVE
The Legal Advisor ensures the achievement of specific work plans, priorities and objectives as defined by the Council and the Chief
Negotiator. The incumbent provides in-house legal counsel, interpretations guidance and advice on a broad range of matters
including First Nations treaty rights, land claims, government, education, health, child welfare, trusts, housing and other issues to
assist in the AOPFN’s specific negotiation objectives. The Legal Advisor ensures that AOPFN Self Government objectives are
possible within the Canadian Constitution. The Legal Advisor researches and develops sound and defensible legal strategies and
positions aimed at advancing the successful achievement of the Negotiating Team’s desired outcomes or options for best achievable
outcomes. The Legal Advisor develops positive, reciprocal relationships with government officials, both nationally and provincially,
to negotiate, enact, advance and promote AOPFN rights, treaties, agreements, positions, policies and interests.
Ability to define problems, collect data, establish facts, solve problems, make recommendations, and draw valid conclusions in a
timely and accurate manner.
AOPFN is seeking a reputable, dynamic, confident and highly skilled Legal Counsel with a law degree (L.L.B or JD) from a
recognized university and a member in good standing of a Provincial bar, eligible for membership with the LSUC. A minimum of 3
years of experience as in-house legal counsel for First Nation community or at a traditional law firm with expertise in aboriginal law
and significant knowledge and in-depth understanding of the law as it pertains to First Nations issues and in particular treaties, land
claims and management, legislation, First Nation government, socio-economic, health and other related matters. Previous experience
acting as Legal Counsel in complex and multi-dimensional negotiations with federal and provincial governments. The individual will
have in-depth experience managing multiple issues and can demonstrate exceptional critical thinking skills on a strategic level and
ability to mediate and apply successful problem solving and conflict resolution techniques.
SCOPE OF WORK AND COMPOSITION
The work will include the following components:
Specific Accountabilities:
• Leads, focuses, builds and develops the successful achievement of AOPFN’s Self-Government plans, goals and objectives.
• Priorities include delivering a senior legal counsel function to the Negotiating Team, retaining and relating with external legal
counsel;
• The Legal Advisor will be assisting the Chief Negotiator with the initial priorities for the jurisdiction as follows: a) financing the
Pikwakanagan government; b) Algonquin membership and citizenship and; c) natural resources use within the traditional territory;
• Reviewing and advising the AOPFN regarding the Negotiation Terms of Reference;
• Advising on protocols that are consistent with the constitutions; reviewing contract & contribution and funding agreements and
advising as to their implication to the AOPFN;
• Providing technical and legal oversight for all matters relating to treaties, First Nation government, Section 35 Constitution Act,
Aboriginal rights, etc.
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• Develops, communicates, directs, implements and monitors work plans and advising on the operating costs and expenditures to
ensure they remains within the allocated budget;
• Considers and refers requests for legal assistance & support from First Nation communities and leaders;
• Participates in developing and transforming policies into the legal framework & structure that fits with the AOPFN terms of
reference, and protocols on Self-Government legal requirements;
• Participates as an integral member of the negotiation team, contributing positively to strategic and tactical planning processes;
• Builds, develops and maintains strong and productive networks and relationships with national, regional and community First
Nation leaders, experts, and government officials, to advance and negotiate AOPFN positions;
• Represents the AOPFN in a variety of forums related to laws, legislation, self- government and related matters, promoting the
interests of the AOPFN, enhancing the AOPFN’s profile and improving public awareness and understanding.
Communication Functions
Internal Communications
1. Prepares materials such as briefing notes, speaking notes, presentations, and reports (e.g., workplans, letters, review minutes etc.),
to be done within specified timelines. All final approved documents should be filed in AOPFN record keeping system.
2. Interacts and positively communicates with others via telephone, electronically, in-person, and via video-conferencing ie: zoom,
skype, etc.
3. Delivers presentations, as required.
4. Participates in community consultation initiatives
External Communications
5. Builds, develops and maintains strong and productive:
(1)networks;
(2)relationships with national, regional and community First Nation leaders, specialists, organizations and communities; and
(3)relationships with government officials (federal, provincial, and territorial).
6. Supports the team’s efforts by promoting the interests of the AOPFN, enhancing the AOPFN’s profile and improving public
awareness and understanding.
7. Attends national, regional, and local engagement and information sessions, as required.
Political Functions
1. Provides support to the AOPFN’s negotiation team on activities with political priorities from the Chief’s Office and Council as
appropriate.
2. Attends and negotiation team’s meetings with various government representatives, agencies etc.
3. Monitors and/or attends Parliamentary standing committees, as appropriate and as required.
4. Assists to advocate federal government Ministers and federal government officials for funding, policy and legislative changes,
program changes and implementation, and to influence advocacy that positively impacts AOPFN self-government priorities and
objectives.
5. Assists in providing Chiefs’ access to federal Ministers and high-level government officials, as required.
General Functions
1. Assists with planning and preparation of materials for key milestone events, such as pre-budget submissions, the annual report and
other high-level reports.
2. Assists with the preparation of budget/funding proposals for submission to federal government departments.
3. Assist with reporting requirements of funding agreements.
4. Conducts other duties as may be required and assigned by the Chief and Council and the negotiation team lead.
TIMEFRAME
Work to begin by no later than August 1, 2020, and completed by March 31, 2023. A preliminary Work Plan and Schedule for
2020/2021 is available for discussion.
PROPOSAL REQUIREMENTS
Proposals will be accepted only in the form of electronic files. The following documents should be attached to the submission:

A. Project Overview: This section will include approach to the scope and complexities of the work, foreseeable challenges and

how to deal with them, a timeline for activities, management approach and leadership style and practices, team approach, work
statement and schedule

B. Capabilities and Experience: This section will include credentials, highlight relevant past and current experience, skills,

competencies and capacity, notable achievements and examples of successful delivery of mandate, desired results and/or best
outcomes; examples of recent relevant work and references.

C. Budget/Costs: A detailed cost breakdown inclusive of projected hours, hourly rate, resources, travel, accommodations, meals
and materials should be available for a follow up discussion.
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Request for Proposals
CHIEF NEGOTIATOR
Issued by:
Algonquins of Pikwakanagan First Nations (AOPFN) 1657A Mishomis Inamo, Pikwakanagan, ON K0J 1X0
Issue date: June 8, 2020
Proposal Delivery Deadline Date: June 25, 2020, 5:00 pm EST
Proposal Delivery Location: Chiefcouncil@pikwakanagan.ca

Direct inquiries to: Dan Kohoko, Councillor, 613- 633 -7635 (verbal)
OVERVIEW
The Algonquins of Pikwakanagan First Nations (AOPFN) is seeking to hire a Chief Negotiator responsible for leading the
Self-Government negotiations on behalf of the AOPFN to reach an Agreement on Self-Government. Negotiations will lead to the
completion of, Final Self-Government Agreement between AOPFN and the Provincial and Federal Governments, while remaining
consistent with AOPFN mandates, policies, and vision. The Chief Negotiator will also ensure the protection of AOPFN Aboriginal
rights and title on a contractual basis to support the coordination seeking out grants, funding, etc. from various organization and
foundations.
Negotiations will be for a comprehensive Self-Government agreement. Council determines the priority order of items provided
government negotiators are in agreement.
The AOPFN has secured funding for this multi-year project in line with similar industry and work at competitive rates.
OBJECTIVE
The overall objective of this work is to represent the AOPFN as the chief spokesperson and lead the progressive and timely delivery
of a Final Agreement on Self-Government by successfully achieving the desired and/or best outcomes in accordance with the
mandate provided by the Chief and Council.
AOPFN is seeking a reputable, dynamic, confident and highly skilled negotiator with a proven track record of success in complex
and multi-dimensional negotiations with federal and provincial governments. The individual will have in-depth experience managing
budgets and in a fiscally responsible manner and can demonstrate exceptional leadership skills both as a Team leader and a Chief
Negotiator. This opportunity is ideal for an individual with 5 to 7 years of senior level experience developing professional
relationships with other First Nations, provincial and federal government departments, and other groups; negotiating and
coordinating like programs; understanding of the Ontario/Federal Self-Governance process and familiar with all levels of
government operations within Canada, preferably within an already established network.
SCOPE OF WORK AND COMPOSITION
The work will include the following components:
A: Negotiation:

• Prepares for and leads negotiations towards a comprehensive/sectoral self-government agreement with Canada and Ontario,

under the general direction of the AOPFN Chief and Council and with technical assistance from AOPFN Self-Government
Negotiation Team members;

• The negotiator will begin with the priorities for the jurisdiction as follows: a) financing the Pikwakanagan government; b)
Algonquin membership and citizenship and; c) natural resources use within the traditional territory;

• Keeps the negotiations focused, while considering various political and economic agendas of all negotiators;
• Provides leadership in discussions and negotiations for interim land related measures, emerging from the separate treaty
negotiations and oversees the implementation of these measures to meet AOPFN Communities’ strategic direction;

• Provides leadership in strategic planning for yearly and longer-term negotiating work plans, report to and takes direction from
Chief and Council on a regular basis;

• Leads efforts to coordinate and formalize the participation of the AOPFN with other First Nations, governments and industry on
project specific or multi-sectoral negotiation tables as required;

• Negotiates all language and ensures legal reviews are conducted.
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B: Political, Community and Public Relations:

•

Attends bi - monthly meetings of the AOPFN Chief and Council, ensures action items are updated and completed;

•

Obtains and reviews mandates within AOPFN and ensures that negotiation mandates are approved by the Chief and Council;

•

Ensures proper reporting to the AOPFN Chief and Council;

•

Attends community consultation meetings with the Chief and Council as invited or required;

•

Works to develop an understanding of industry stakeholder and other First Nation priorities around Title and Rights;

•

Works with the AOPFN Self-Government Negotiation Team and AOPFN Council to plan and carry out information and
consultation activities in the communities;

•

Reports to AOPFN citizens together with Chief and Council on the progress of comprehensive self-government negotiations and
related issues;

•

Provides official comments on AOPFN Self-Government process for press releases and speaks at public events;

•

Supports the design and implementation of Final Agreement Self-Government vote;

•

Reaches mutual understanding and integration of AOPFN Title and Rights, within the Algonquin traditional territory;

C. Report Writing and Research:

•

Reviews available agreements, documents, position papers, submissions, discussion papers, negotiation positions and briefing
documents to prepare in-depth analyses;

•

Provides monthly updates, progress reports, briefing notes and strategic advice on Self-Government issues;

•

Provides technical assistance in preparing documents;

•

Meets with Chief and Council on a regularly scheduled basis to discuss, inform and seek input into Self-Government
Negotiations;

•

Provides written positions and interests that are well researched, defensible and reflective of AOPFN mandates;

TIMEFRAME
Work to begin by no later than August 1, 2020, and completed by March 31, 2023. A preliminary Work Plan and Schedule for
2020/2021 is available for discussion.
PROPOSAL REQUIREMENTS
Proposals will be accepted only in the form of electronic files. The following documents should be attached to the submission:

A. Project Overview: This section will include approach to the scope and complexities of the work, foreseeable challenges and

how to deal with them, a timeline for activities, management approach and leadership style and practices, team approach, work
statement and schedule. It will be helpful to AOPFN Chief and Council for the applicants to provide some detail outlining their
approach at the negotiating table to negotiating the three priorities identified above.

B. Capabilities and Experience: This section will include credentials, highlight relevant past and current experience, skills,

competencies and capacity, notable achievements and examples of successful delivery of mandate, desired results and/or best
outcomes; examples of recent relevant work and references.
Budget/Costs: A detailed cost breakdown inclusive of projected hours, hourly rate, resources, travel, accommodations, meals
and materials should be available for a follow up discussion.
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Position Title: Operations Manager
Tenure: Full-time Permanent
Remuneration: $26.00 /hour (possibility of
negotiation based on experience and
Omàmiwininì Pimàdjwowin Board approval)
Hours of Work: Flexible
Hours Per Week: 35
Reports to: President, Board of Directors
Posted: 1 June 2020
Closing: 19 June 2020 at 11:59 p.m.
Interviews: Tentatively scheduled for 29 June
2020
Are you looking to lead an innovative team and have the drive that it
takes to move Omàmiwininì Pimàdjwowin (OP) forward as a leading
non-profit organization in promoting language and culture?
Do you
possess proven financial planning and budget management experience
with a strength in proposal writing and seeking out
funding opportunities? If this is you, please consider joining our team
in this progressive leadership role!
ABOUT US
Omàmiwininì Pimàdjwowin (OP) is a non-profit corporation and
registered charity. We are proud of our role in honouring and
promoting our Algonquin heritage. OP is a dynamic and innovative
place to work and a wonderful opportunity to revitalize, reintegrate,
enhance and protect the cultural traditions and language of the
Algonquins of Pikwakanagan First Nation.
DESCRIPTION
The Operations Manager will report directly to the President of the
Board of Directors and/or a designated Board Member. This
position is responsible for the management of OP’s resources, fiscal
budgeting, personnel management, and materials. The Operations
Manager is responsible and accountable for providing effective
planning, management and support of the administration of OP and the
Manido Chiman Museum and Gift Shop; and programs and
efforts to revive the Algonquin Culture and Language within
Pikwakanagan and the surrounding areas. The incumbent will be
expected to report on all corporation operations/activities providing
regular updates to the Board of Directors.
RESPONSIBILITIES
The Operations Manager will be expected to perform all functions in a
way that honours and respects all stakeholders and maintains
confidentiality in recognition of the privacy entitlements of all
members of the Algonquins of Pikwakanagan First Nation and
Omàmiwininì Pimàdjwowin.
Under the direction of the Board of Directors the Operations
Manager will:
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

QUALIFICATIONS
•

College
or
University
education
in
Business
Administration/Management and/or Cultural Resource
Management with a minimum of 3 years related
management experience;

•

Or a combination of education, experience and training which
OP deems equivalent.

•

Previous experience with a not-for-profit, boards or
committees preferred;

•

Must have proven leadership skills and supervisory
experience;

•

Computer literacy is required, particularly with word
processing, spreadsheet, and financial/bookkeeping and
internet applications;

•

Must be able to work a flexible schedule, which may
include evenings and weekends as required;

•

Must provide and maintain a current CPIC - vulnerable
sector check;

•

Must have current CPR and First Aid certificate and/or be
willing to take the training;

•

Proven knowledge of various government funding
arrangements, programs, regulations and practices relevant to
the operation of OP would be an asset;

•

Knowledge of the customs and practices of the Algonquins of
Pikwakanagan First Nation would be considered an asset.
ABILITIES

•

Ability to interpret and apply policies;

•

Ability to complete a variety of tasks, multi-task, and meet
deadlines;

•

Ability to manage people, projects, and assignments;

•

Ability to analyse, organize, and conceptualize;

•

Ability to maintain effective interpersonal relationships with
staff, community members and the public;

• Ability to maintain an elevated level of confidentiality.
KEY COMPETENCIES
•

Leadership

•

Communications

•

Reliability

• Flexibility and Adaptability
Manage all aspects of human resources, contracting, • Innovation and Initiative
performance management, learning and scheduling while
• Results Oriented
adhering to corporate policies and guidelines;
Represent and promote OP, the Algonquin Way Cultural Centre in LOCATION OF WORK UNIT
a
positive
and
proactive
manner,
by
providing Algonquins of Pikwakanagan First Nation (located on the
information, advice and development of material as required;
beautiful shores of Golden Lake)
Develop and maintain business relationships and ongoing APPLICATION PROCESS
communications
with
Algonquins
of
Pikwakanagan
Registered members, the administration of the Algonquins of If you would like a more detailed position description please
Pikwakanagan
First
Nation,
Provincial
and
Federal contact:
Kelly
Maracle
via
email
to
representatives, and other stakeholders as required;
kelly@m-powerconsulting.ca or by phone at 613.920.1676.
Prepare funding proposals, research, reports, and actively seek If you are interested in applying to this position, please ensure
that you have attached your resume and a detailed cover letter
donors and funding program contributions;
explaining how you meet the above qualifications and email them
Develop, implement, and update OP policies, plans and to kelly@mpowerconsulting.ca no later than June 19th, 2020. All
procedures;
resumes will receive a confirmation response. Only those
applicants who qualify will be contacted for an interview.
Oversee and evaluate culture related programs, efforts and
opportunities for improvement as needed;
•
The tentative interview date(s) are subject to change and
are posted for planning purposes only
Organize, coordinate and participate in the Board Meetings,
Annual General Meetings;
•
Late applications will not be considered
Maintain minutes, motions and corporate records for all Board •
OP is an equal opportunity employer, as well, OP
Meetings;
references Canada’s Aboriginal Employment Preferences
Policy
Oversee the operations of the Manido Chiman Museum and Gift
Shop;
Other duties as required.
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